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A BSTRACT
This article describes techniques to transform spatial coordinates to image coordinates when creating
training data for machine learning applications under various scenarios. Although simple challenges
arise just related to the different coordinate system origins, they become complex when offsetting
(translating), rotating, and scaling geographic features. This article highlights an illustrated explanation of the fundamental spatial to image coordinate transformation, as well as automated techniques
for resolving transformation needs.
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Introduction

Whereas machine learning (ML) for image classification developed out of various applications such as computer vision,
medical imaging and natural language processing, ML spatial image and feature classification in the earth sciences and
remote sensing are relatively newer domains [1]. Methods to create training images and their corresponding labels from
spatial data to prepare them for machine learning approaches are also less ubiquitous, [2]. In these domains, spatial
locations of geographic features requiring detection and recognition must be translated from geographic coordinates to
image coordinates. For example, in this work we want to create a database of spot elevations and their locations on the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) historical maps as these have never been captured digitally and are useful for aviation
and cartographic representation [3]. Spot elevations often indicated summits but were also located along roads, passes
and other features.
To develop a spot elevation database, a GIS shapefile (in WGS 84) of 350 training bounding boxes around spot elevations
and corresponding elevation value was created through manual digitization. We want to use this shapefile to create
image/label pairs and augment the training dataset using translation, rotation, and scaling (Figure 1) to train a machine
learning model. These methods will assist in developing training data of maps and geographic features for data science.
In this particular example in Figure 1, our goal is to build a machine learning model that can automatically recognize
the elevation of a point on the digital map. In this case, the model should recognize the digits “2044” as the elevation.
Our goal is to extract the elevation of the point from the surrounding map. To do this, we produce training data at
different offsets, rotations, and scales to increase both the number and variety of training images. When we refer to
the “label” in the following, it means the text file that contains the bounding box coordinates and elevation value that
describes the corresponding image (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Centered, translated, rotated and scaled training image/label creation. Red rectangles indicate the bounding
box in the GIS shapefile. This box is used, along with the extent of the entire frame in each image (mapped (green)
area) to calculate the transformation ratio (scale). Bounding boxes are not shown on the training image, but are used to
populate the corresponding text labels (examples from those text files are shown below each image.

Figure 2: Example of values in a single training image label file. Bounding box coordinates (in image coordinates) and
value (9773) for the complete spot elevation are highlighted in yellow. Individual characters of the spot elevation and
their bounding coordinates are subsequently highlighted in other colors.
All spatial to image coordinate transformations require knowledge of the ratio of map units (lat/long coordinates either
projected or not) to image units (pixels). There are several ways to automatically compute this ratio. First, we present a
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simple and quick method to calculate the base transformation ratio using Python code. Then, we demonstrate methods
to apply transformations for three augmentation types from a common map service. Data augmentation is used to
increase the size and variation of the training dataset. Although data augmentation has been shown to greatly increase
prediction accuracy [4], little work in the spatial sciences has been published [5] and none, as far as we know, explain
the specifics of the transformations required in either the base (centered) transformation or the augmentations. We
endeavor to satisfy that need with this work.

2

Base transformation

The base transformation computes the map-to-image units scale using a centered bounding box. Variables here have
been cased for legibility. In this example, the minimum bounding envelope for the elevation label (“2044” in this
example) (BoxExtent) of a geographic feature is extracted from a spatial database (shapefile), created by manually
digitizing the extent using the HTMC as background in a GIS, as two x,y points (GeoBoxXMin, GeoBoxYMin;
GeoBoxXMax, GeoBoxYMax) (Figure 1). The extent of the surrounding map to be viewed in the image (FrameExtent)
is also provided in spatial coordinates (GeoFrmXMin, GeoFrmYMin ; GeoFrmXMax, GeoFrmYMax). The third
variable required to compute the translation is the desired size of the resulting image frame (FinalImgSize). The ratio or
scale (Ratio) representing the relation between the two coordinate systems can then be calculated by dividing the width
of the frame extent (GeoFrmXDim) by the same dimension of the final image size (FinalImgSize[0]).
Now that we know how the coordinate systems relate, we can develop the bounding box labels to accompany the images.
First, we halve the length (GeoCenterX) and width (GeoCenterY) of the frame extent to find the center. Using half the
window width (GeoFrmHalfXDim), we find the upper left corner coordinates (GeoULX, GeoULY) (image origin) from
which we subtract the x and add the y to calculate the bounding box location in image coordinates.

Figure 3: Basic coordinate transformation from geographic to image space
def coordconverter(FrameExtent, BoxExtent, FinalImgSize):
"""
Convert bounding box coordinates from geographical coordinates to image coordinates.
:param FrameExtent: The geographical extent of the whole image window.
Contains the BoxExtent and padding surrounding it.
:param BoxExtent: The geographical extent of the bounding box.
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:param FinalImgSize: The desired dimensions (rows, columns) of the whole image window.
Corresponds to the FrameExtent.
:return: Image coordinates describing the bounding box relative to the outer extent.
"""
(GeoFrmXMin, GeoFrmYMin, GeoFrmXMax, GeoFrmYMax ) = FrameExtent
(GeoBoxXMin, GeoBoxYMin, GeoBoxXMax, GeoBoxYMax) = BoxExtent
GeoFrmXDim = GeoFrmXMax - GeoFrmXMin
Ratio = GeoFrmXDim / FinalImgSize[0]
GeoCenterX = (GeoFrmXMin + GeoFrmXMax) / 2
GeoCenterY = (GeoFrmYMin + GeoFrmYMax) / 2
GeoFrmHalfXDim = GeoFrmXDim / 2
GeoULX = GeoCenterX-GeoFrmHalfXDim
GeoULY = GeoCenterY+GeoFrmHalfXDim
ImgBoxXMin = int((GeoBoxXMin - GeoULX) / Ratio)
ImgBoxXMax = int((GeoBoxXMax - GeoULX) / Ratio)
ImgBoxYMin = int((GeoULY - GeoBoxYMin ) / Ratio)
ImgBoxYMax = int((GeoULY - GeoBoxYMax) / Ratio)
return ImgBoxXMin, ImgBoxXMax, ImgBoxYMin, ImgBoxYMax
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Example image/label creation and augmentation

To demonstrate, we apply the spatial-to-image transformations to spot elevation features depicted as text on historical
topographic maps. The code above is called as part of the ’filtering()’ function in the ’auto_label_maker_v2.py’
script (Figure 3). The main image download script is ‘spotElev_images_v2.py’, which includes options to automatically apply individual augmentation functions to map images downloaded from the Historical Topographic
Map Collection service (HTMC) called "Scanned Maps from USA Topo" under Featured Services (https://
apps.nationalmap.gov/services/). All referenced code is available at https://osf.io/9pgdf/?view_only=
c294460771114afc9ba0253bc2d8fc0d.
3.1

Basic (Centered) Algorithm

This is the main process that occurs when a training image is formatted and downloaded. Feature data are retrieved from
a prepared shapefile, then formatted and passed into the HTMC map service, which sends back a selectively cropped
image surrounding the spot elevation text. The label for the bounding box is formatted in pixel coordinates according to
the base transformation ratio and stored in a text file. Service requests are shown in blue.
In ’spotElev_images_v2.py’:
1. Connect to the spot elevation feature shapefile, read in data for a single feature and calculate the spatial
envelope of its text bounding box.
2. Format request URL with required parameters (bbox = text bounding box in spatial coordinates, scale = 4000,
image w/h = 400x400 pixels):
request_url = HTMC_url + f’bbox={bbox}&bboxSR=4326&imageSR=4326
&format=jpg&mapScale={scale}&f=pjson&size={image_w},{image_h}’
3. The request URL is sent to the service as:
# NOTE: This automatically calculates the frame extent based on the given
# image dimensions (this image service default is 400x400 px)
download_url = requests.get(request_url, verify=False).json()
4. The frame extent (given by the request) is converted to pixel coordinates for the label, using the base
transformation as described above:
# Calculate and format the label for this image
label_content = filtering(FrameExtent, shapefile, image_size)
# Open label save location and write content to file
with open(label_folder +file_name + ’{}.txt’.format(FID), ’w’) as label_file:
label_file.write(label_content)
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label_file.close()
5. The download URL provides a link to the actual image itself, so we just need to access it through the provided
data structures.
# Attempt to download image from service
response = requests.get(download_url[’href’], stream=True, verify=False)
This might take several attempts, so it is put in a loop until it works.
6. Once we access the image, it is saved to a specified directory:
with open(image_folder + file_name + ’{}.jpg’.format(FID), ’wb’) as handle:
for block in response.iter_content(1024):
# Write image to save location
handle.write(block)
3.2

Translation Function

To add a frame translation to a training image, the method is very similar to before. Steps 1-3 are the same, but once the
frame extent in step 3 is received, latitude (x axis) and longitude (y axis) translations are applied to the frame. The
translations are either randomly generated or manually specified.
The main challenge of this method is to ensure that random translations would not cause feature text to be cut off in the
image. To solve this, we calculated maximum x and y translations based on the size of the image extent minus the size
of the text bounding box, all divided by 2 (ie. (frame – bbox) / 2 for both x and y). The function ‘get_random_offsets()’
in ‘spotElev_images_v2.py’ controls these calculations.
After the translations are applied to the frame extent, steps 4-6 proceed with the modified frame extent. All calculations
are the same.
3.3

Rotation Function

The rotation function is the most complex operation of the set. Most of its functionality is contained in the ‘rotate_image_and_label.py’ script. As the name implies, it provides methods to add an angle of rotation to both an image
and its corresponding label. As such, this is a post-download function, which is completed after the basic download has
already been done. Further steps are detailed below.
One main challenge with this function was determining what size the original downloaded image should be so
that an image rotated an arbitrary number of degrees could be cropped to 400 x 400 pixels without leaving a
black space in the background or, conversely, cutting off too much of the image. The eventually calculated optimal size was 566 px, found using a method from here: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/16702966/
rotate-image-and-crop-out-black-borders. The dimensions calculation is implemented in the ‘rotatedRectWithMaxArea()’ function:
def rotatedRectWithMaxArea(w, h, angle):
"""
Given a rectangle of size wxh that has been rotated by ’angle’ (in
radians), computes the width and height of the largest possible
axis-aligned rectangle (maximal area) within the rotated rectangle.
"""
# Calculation done here, see code for details
# Below gives wr,hr = 400.22,400.22 (closest >400)
# This means that we can safely use 566 as the constant download size, then
# crop to 400x400 centered on the spot elevation
wr,hr = rotatedRectWithMaxArea(566, 566, math.radians(45))
wr,hr = rotatedRectWithMaxArea(566, 566, math.pi/4)
Continuing from the basic method after a 566 x 566 px centered image was downloaded:
1. The main function ‘rotate_image_and_label()’ is called:
rotate_image_and_label(image_path, rot_path, crop_path, label_path,
angle=60, show_enabled=False)
5
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The parameters can be adjusted as needed for various images (image_path), labels (label_path), save locations
(rot_path, crop_path), and rotation angles (angle). All rotation angles are given in counterclockwise degrees.
The image is rotated using a built-in Python Image Library (PIL) function (PIL.Image.rotate) and the given
angle.
The rotated image is cropped to 400 x 400 px using a PIL function (PIL.Image.crop) and saved to the specified
path (crop_path in step 7).
The feature label file is accessed and read, then each individual coordinate point in the label is "rotated"
by the same angle as the image. The rotation of each point is calculated via Euclidean geometry in the
‘rotatePointDegrees()’ function. Crop translation must be accounted for as well, which happens in the
‘rotate_image_and_label()’ function. Getting accurate calculations for both functions was another major
challenge for this method.
The modified label string is written to the original file.

Scaled Function

Compared to rotation, the scaled augmentation is very simple. In ‘spotElev_images_v2.py’, a random scale between
2000-16000 (chosen manually for readability by guess and check) is generated then used in the request URL in the
basic method step 2 as the ‘scale’ parameter:
request_url = HTMC_url + f’bbox={bbox}&bboxSR=4326&imageSR=4326&format=jpg
&mapScale={scale}&f=pjson&size={image_w},{image_h}’
The frame extent given by step 4 and download URL given by step 5 will automatically have the scale adjusted by the
service.
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